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The ABCs of Satanic Talmudism, a Must for
Every Boy & Girl!
Welcome to the 3rd issue of the Goyim Gazette! If you’re like we were, you might be
struggling with accepting the fact that every TV/Radio channel, newspaper and magazine
making up ALL major MEDIA ON EARTH are 100% owned and/or controlled by people who
call themselves jews. Equally if not harder to accept is that these fake jews or “Pharisees”
which mirror those of the bible, are also lying saying their Christians, Muslims & Atheists but
they’re not, they are of the synagogue of satan. They’re referred to as crypto jews or
maranos which are terms you’ve likely never heard of, even though commonly used to
describe these secretive traitors throughout history. Now it’s also likely you’ve thought to
yourself; “what an odd place to find such important info, in these strange little 2 page
newsletters”. Can they be real, is this actually the truth? Dear reader, you can bet your last
dollar and life that this is the truth and it’s all very, very real. Just the fact this is
suppressed and seemingly full of “taboo”, should speak volumes. This isn’t your normal fare
of food for thought which up until now, has been methodically served to you by satanists who
have fully directed the narratives of your life. Indeed, your reading of this publication does
no service to them for it is from one of YOUR KIND. Your kindred, freedom loving
spirit is familiar, alive and well here.
Next a warning for anyone venturing down the many empty rabbit holes of information in all
forms of mainstream and alternative medias, especially the internet. For starters, there is
virtually no end to what one could learn about science, religion or history and when you toss
criminal conspiracies into the mix, you’ve got yourself a whale of data that is impossible for
anyone to consume. One will inevitably come to realize this “age of information” we’re in is
being used to lure and trap free thinking truth seekers into fruitless, never ending states of
ongoing investigation and discovery. Even though todays’ generations are exceptionally good
readers, one could spend 100s of years, if not thousands, just researching and dissecting
history. The rub is that’s exactly what our handlers want us to do because it results in
inaction and that ensures their continued reign of terror. They must keep us distracted in
constant dull/vegetative states of Division, Confusion and Fear to allow for their
ongoing oppression/enslavement of humanity.

But that’s only part of the problem concerning the age of information. To say there is a lot of
disinformation in the world would be one of the most monolithic understatements ever
made. There is not a lot, there are unfathomably colossal, gargantuan heaps of fantastic lies
which were all designed to Divide, Confuse and Scare we the Goyim peasants into
submission, inaction and ultimately, defeat at the hands of satanic scum. But we’ll have none
of that from here on out, and the most important thing to remember at all times is the fact
they really do own all of the major news and information mediums. This is true to the extent
that aside from this grassroots newsletter in your hands, you will be challenged to find any
other reliable source of information regarding the synagogue of satan SS, there’s zero
TV/Radio channels not under their control and very few Gentile owned websites that show
up via SS owned Google/Bing/Yahoo search engines. They own it all and we are being
propagandized exactly like Germans were Pre-WW2.

After 3 years of full time research into over 1,800 books, 600 documentaries and tens of
1,000s of websites, this author has become acutely “jew aware” and does now hereby report
to you, without any doubt, the internet is the favorite SS propaganda tool, by far. The web
is 100% satanic, they’ve built and controlled it every step of the way just like they did with
Hollywood, Disney, Music, Gaming and even the Porn Industry. Yes, porn is SS. That will
be no surprise for anyone already familiar with their depravities. Fake SS jew Steven
Hirsch, who’s called the “Porn King” created Vivid Entertainment,
which is the worlds’ largest producer of adult films. Note the
“V” in the pentagram. You’ll recall from #111, the letter V
=Nail/Satan in Hebrew & VI-VID in roman numerals is 66 ! “D”
smalled “d” & flipped to “b” is another 6 for 666. SS jew Paul
Fishbein founded the other global virus Adult Video News. Let it
suffice to say the SS built the $100 Billion/Yr porn industry and star in the majority of films
now playing in motels and homes around the world, and now all over the SS internet
everywhere.
Porn is a big favorite for the SS because their little demon pals like living vicariously in
people while they masturbate/have sex. Now while that too is likely more than most will
easily accept as being real, we can at least begin whittling away at it with some obvious
evidence in the form of that satanic all seeing eye on the back of the US $1 dollar bill. Isn’t it
strange that everyone is so familiar with it while at the same time completely oblivious to
what it represents to the satanists who put it there? Well, how about this; could it be that
we’re all being watched by satan throughout our lives? Could “satan” mean billions of beings
from Saturn, the 6th planet in our solar system which just so happens to have a great big
hexagon on its’ north pole? Could this voyeuristic aspect of satanism be why satanic
ceremonies often involve sex? Does/do satan derive energy from sex as well as fear and
death which satanic ceremonies are also centered upon? Could this have something to do

with why they call it “sex magick”? Are SS creeps
or their spirit world pals “watching you” or possibly
existing in you during sexual acts? Does this relate
to how God knows all and Satan Claus “watches
while you’re sleeping and knows when you’re
awake”?
Sounds crazy right? Ghosts, demons, archons,
sprites, jinn, angels and satanism itself which is
based entirely on the existence of such entities can’t be real, can it? The spirit world sounds
so crazy that many people won’t believe in it even after having irrefutably proved it to
themselves with a Ouija board, pendulum, tarot cards or any number of other simple proof
sources. And therefore, it’s of little use to attempt doing so here, just yet. Rest assured
however, we shall delve into this matter quite convincingly in #118. You’ll have learned a
great deal about the race of people who currently own and control everything in your world
from our little 2 page newsletters by then. It’s because the Goyim Gazette is the only source
of truthful info on the SS that’s been in print since The Dearborne Independent, Henry
Fords’ hometown newspaper in Michigan that shut down in 1927. He said he was trying to
tell Americans about the New World Order too. But we have far more knowledge now and
even though the SS does control all the news, media and internet, anyone can easily print
the Goyim Gazettes at home/work to share directly with others. (Obligatory “hint, hint”)
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This issue was originally planned to be #117 but a rather horrifying reality has come to our
attention so we’ve moved it to #112. Dear reader, if you haven’t already, after reading this
next paragraph you will definitely realize just how valuable the Goyim Gazette is. It can now
be said with absolute certainty that the internet is under total censorship by the SS. We have
been advised by many others that comments and posts containing links to truthful Gentile
owned sites like ours do not show up in recipient accounts on Facebook and many sites
utilizing software such as WordPress, Disqus etc. We are also hearing that many can no
longer log into Unidigi or see the Goyim Gazette online, nor are either showing up in SS
search engines. So, unless something changes due to public pressure or exposure of this
unconstitutional and illegal censorship, we are now limited to printing these newsletters to
share in person along with copying DVD and CD archives for viewing wrongfully banned
sites, movies, PDFs and other truthful materials offline. This seems to be the only hope we
have at getting the word out which is downright frightening to this author who must now
continue writing the rest of this issue without being shaken by this ridiculous assault on our
1st amendment. This is obviously very grave and ominous but we must push on, be the path
steep and rocky, it is our path and we shall successfully tread it to its’ end which is exactly
what these rotten satanic twits don’t want us to do. And while we know not to be alarmists or
fearful, we must now fully realize & accept that time is running out, this game is
almost over. And let us not forget, while all games have endings and winners, this is the
largest one ever played and the winners quite literally take all, life, death & more!

If those winners are the 6.9 billion Gentiles on earth, we’ll each recover a min of $714,000
while ending all senseless wars, saving the planet and guaranteeing you, yours and all
humanity will live with freedom and justice for the foreseeable future. Does that sound like a
game worth playing and winning? But the first problem is that most “Goyim” don’t know
they’re in a game or that their opponents are members of the most degenerate, murderous,
cruel and evil group of people to have ever existed. Jesus spoke of them in John 8:44 “Ye
are of your father the devil, and the lust of your father ye will do. He was a murderer
from the beginning, and abode not in the truth, because there is no truth in him for he is a
liar, and the father of it.” And that is hoped to be what we will together achieve with
continued education. Or perhaps reeducation would be more apt, beginning with our ABCs!

A is for the Anti-Defamation League created in 1913 after fake jew Leo Frank, who while
performing a satanic sacrifice, beat, raped and garroted till dead Mary Phagan, a 13 year old
Gentile girl in NYC for which he was hanged.

The ADL was organized to repair the public
image of jews among Gentile Americans during
that period of mass migration to the US while
being vanquished from Germany by Gentiles
there. Since then, the SS funded ADL has been
used to spy on, defame & harass 1,000s of good
people who’ve spoken against jewish criminals of
all kinds. The ADL has been repeatedly sued for
its slanderous campaigns which always include
branding opponents as Anti-semite!
Terrorist! Bigot! Racist! Hater! or Cultist!
just for speaking out against crimes of fake, SS
jews! Of course getting sued matters not, the
ADL is the most heavily funded and well-connected reputation management operation on
earth. The point to all this; Jews have become earths’ only race requiring constant
Mary Phagan’s Autopsy: Bloodied, Beaten,
w/Eyes Bulges from Strangulation

repairs to their reputation and it’s almost solely due to the sadistic,
psychopathic actions of fake SS jew leaders.

B is for the King James Bible and its 66 books in which 1000s of members of the SS have
forever had “starring roles” as well as having been ALL of its’ authors, interpreters,
translators, re-translators, mis-translators and self-appointed controllers over all the
canonical and historical documents surrounding it. The Catholics, Knights Templars and
even King James himself were all members of the SS and therefore de facto enemies of
Jesus, Mohammed, Gentiles and God throughout history. Therefore, let us use the bible and
the mighty truthful words of Yahweh and Yehoshuah against them at every given
opportunity!

C is for CIA and it’s many COINTELPRO or “Counter Intelligence Programs” used against
Gentiles around the world in provoking unnecessary wars and spreading the use of illegal
drugs to beat down our bright and rebellious youths while allowing the SS to establish

central banks like their FED in 177 of 180 countries on earth. It is now known the SS CIA,
funded and oversaw creation of Facebook, Google, Wikipedia and etc. to limit opposition and
control the narratives with propaganda via subversives. Their spies, trolls and shills will also
scream anti-semite, bigot, racist, hater, cult, terrorist etc. at anyone seeking justice against
the murderous SS and their crimes. See the GoyimGazette.com “Can You Say Bullshit” blog
for more on cointel.

D is for Dual Citizenship How do you feel about the heads of the US government actually
being citizens of a communist country with anti-American laws that’ll get you 5 years in
prison for giving someone a bible? Or how about being beheaded because a fake jew says you
stole a nickel from him? Just a few of our Government Israelis are Emanuel, Pelosi, Rove,
Chertof, Perle, Wolfowitz, Kissinger & Libby, all traitors.

E is for Expulsion which all encyclopedias prove has occurred to jews repeatedly across
history from every country they’ve ever occupied. The US will be #109 for the same reasons
as the rest. SS members who claim to be jews are always accused of witchcraft, sorcery,
satanic sacrifices, vampirism, cannibalism, pedophilia, rape, murder, genocide, starving,
poisoning and infecting Gentiles with illnesses and plagues as well as lying to and cheating
Gentiles in the worst of ways. It’s all well documented, there’s no mystery, only shrouds of
ignorance to unveil.

F is forFreemasonry, the political and occult (secret) side of satanism. The SS

has

established tens of thousands of Masonic lodges, centers and halls in every town (ie; yours)
around the globe and use them to induct millions of unwitting non-satanic Jews and Gentiles
into their “fraternity”. But only satanists hold the highest degrees (13 for York Rite & 33 for
Scottish). And those individuals follow one core satanic motto of “Imposition,
Materialism and Destruction” to oppress their “opposition”, the whole of “non-satanic”
mankind. (Remember IMD!)

G is for God which when spoken of in the Goyim Gazette does not infer any specific God of
any particular religion but rather whatever you want to call a benevolent creator and/or
force of Good, Peace, Life, Freedom, Equality, Truth, Love and most important, care. CARE!

H is for Hypocritical Liars who either claim to be virtuous or religious when not,

act

contradictory to their stated beliefs or impose rules and laws upon others which they
themselves do not obey. That’s the SS!

I is for the IRS the illegal, unconstitutional, strong-arm agency created by the SS in 1913
when they took over the FED. The purpose of the IRS was to collect money from naïve
Americans for interest payments on engineered debts to the SS owned FED. All income
taxes paid by Americans for the last century have gone to the Rothschilds SS banking
cabal in the name of income tax and government led USURY. Charging interest, or “usury
against people” has been illegal in nearly every country on earth before governments were
infiltrated by the SS banking cabal. All while Muslims and Real Jews aren’t allowed to pay
interest per their religion! Jesus threw the SS out of a synagogue for usury and our
forefathers gave their blood and lives to see that the SS wouldn’t burden us with their blood

sucking interest and taxes. Now we have an alternative to the IRS/FED, OutBank.com to be
owned By The People, 4 The People, No interest or fees & NO TAXES EVER!

J is for Judges, nearly all of which are SS members or sellouts to them.

The US supreme

court is 100% SS w/6 catholic crypto jews and 3 self-acclaimed ones, YOUR state and
county courts are too! R E A L I T Y

K is for the Kol Nidre Prayer Rabi Amram Goun is famous among SS jews

for giving them

the worlds’ only license to lie. All SS jews recite the Kol Nidre on the holiest holiday “Yom
Kippur” by standing up and saying; “All vows (promises and agreements) which I
shall make shall be of no value”. This is from a people who also espouse; “By way of
deception thou shalt make war”, “Even the best Gentiles must be killed” and
“Gentiles are servants and cattle/Goyim for the jew”.

L is for Laughing at poor fools who think the SS controlled Congress hasn’t already begun
passing satanic Noahide laws providing legal means to behead you and your loved ones for
not agreeing to worship satan. We know that sounds nuts, and it’s because the SS IS NUTS!
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M is for Mother. Having a jewess mother is the sole determining factor whether one is
jewish or not, regardless of their religious beliefs. It’s in this sense that one cannot be half
jewish nor is Judaism a religion but more so a race, a family, a tribe. And aside from being
born into it, the only people who can join the tribe are the ones Rabbis choose or allow.
Consider the facts that Judaism is the only religion on earth that 1; doesn’t seek new
members 2; covets in secrecy its teachings from the Talmud & Kabbalah 3; deems it a legal
necessity to kill outsiders who invade that secrecy by reading those books ie; Jesus and 4;
self-acclaims legal preeminence, moral superiority, spiritual supremacy & racially bigoted
dominance over all other peoples. Thanks mummy!

N is for NO Uniting, NO Knowledge, NO Action. Those are the most important factors for
the SS to steal your freedoms. Hence Unite- Educate-Act! Stop for a moment to think
about why the SS is the only group of people left in America with real solidarity and consider
why before now, the vast majority don’t know squat about satanists or that they own/control
all the media, the government & major corporations. Then consider the fact that you’ve
never seen a single movement other than this that promotes taking action to protect you.
Voila! You have been brainwashed w/Division, Confusion and Fear to serve
psychotic SS goals of world domination, we all have. Don’t unite with others of your
own kind, don’t wise up by reading truthful literature such as this, and don’t
take actions to oppose satanic jews SAYS THEM!

O is for Opposition.

Vladimir Lenin said “The Best Way to Control The Opposition is to

Lead It”. He engineered the Bolshevik revolution, the brutal and systematic murders of 65
million Gentiles which ended with Russia becoming a communist nation and antisemitism being a capital offense. 20 million more Russian Gentiles were later killed

under SS Stalin and Hitler in WW2 but we were only taught about the 6 million, err, 3.5
million, no 1.5 million Jews. Why did that important number change so drastically from one
official report to the next to the next? And why do SS jews write anti-Semitic books
and create hate groups such as the KKK, and ALL the anti-Semitic, alternative
news and conspiracy forums on the net? “LEAD THE OPPOSITION!”

P is for Predictions such as the current police state surveillance which was foretold by
George Orwell (an SS jew) in his book 1984 as well as many other predictions made by
satanists who created works such as the “Illuminati Card Game” and the “Falling Twin
Towers” hidden in the top 4 denominations of US Currency. There are literally 1,000s more
vivid “predictions” of 9/11 made by Hollywood SS jews in their movies, music and games
long before 9/11. For absolutely undeniable proof, watch any 10 minutes of the highly
suppressed, 6 hour long film “9/11 and Hollywood” at www.NumberU.com That’ll do it!
You’ll realize the SS is controlling all the important narratives of the world and indeed have,
without any doubt, engineered nearly every war and genocidal massacre of over 260 million
Gentiles in just the last century.

Q is for the holy Quran which like Christianity and Judaism is based upon the Torah, the 1st
5 books of the bible where endless murder, rape and killing occurs. Muslims are pacifists
because their Quran, like the New Testament, calls for peace, equality & submission to
authority. Note; their political/religious authorities are satanists just like yours.

R is forRacism, for which the most hateful and egregious examples in all of history are in the
Bible and Talmud due to a distinction between earthlings. You see, someone’s God forgot
about his impartiality and infinite love for us all to make a special covenant only with them.
The rest of the people on earth were to be considered lessors called Gentiles and Goyim for
which females are filthy “Shegetz” and males are stupid “Shkotzim” all of whom are to be
treated like animals & slaves. Now, would an omnipotent creator of the entire universe
espouse racist hatred and enslavement of others? Or does that sound like the work of
someone else? Could Jehovah be satan who deceives the entire world? Is biblical racism the
problem behind all other problems? Is freedom & equality via a true democracy the answer
to all our problems? Yep!

S is for Self Defense, the inalienable, unquestionable right to defend yourself from attacks of
all kinds. Every law in existence gives you the right to defend yourself! If you’re a Real
Jew or Gentile, you are being wrongfully attacked in every manner conceivable right now by
the SS who seek total control of you, your loved ones and friends.
The attacks are psychological, moral, spiritual & physical and even animals (which the
Talmud says Gentiles are) have the right AND MINDS to defend themselves. Are you as
good or smart as, a rodent, fish, reptile, bird or beast that will instinctively fight to the death
to protect itself and in most cases each other? Remember; if the SS can outlaw guns only
they (their police and soldiers who report to them) will be able to enslave or kill you just like
in China and N. Korea.

T is for Truthing.

Dealing with ruthless, lying satanic turds demands common sense and an

unrelenting application of skepticism which must always error to the side of caution.

If there is likelihood of any theory being true that would endanger the happiness, lives or
freedoms of you or your loved ones, you must opt to assume it’s true until proven otherwise.
This is basic kindergarten logic, don’t be played a fool.

U is for Unidigi which is, as far as we know, the only network of its’ kind for Real Jews &
Gentiles to safely UNITE, EDUCATE & ACT!

V is for Vampire defined by Websters as; “one who lives by preying on others” which is a
succinct description for usury and slavery. If vampires existed, they’d use human blood to
make their “matzo” bread which is a practice easily proven to have long existed around the
globe. But we have not the space here to cover that, or the sexual vampirism of satanists who
have been repeatedly caught raping and/or murdering children throughout history. Their
excuse; it makes them live longer.

W is for War Crimes that satanic jews are carrying out against totally innocent, uncombative and unarmed Palestinian men, women and children in churches, schools and
hospitals. Just from 09 to 14 of this illegal, unsanctioned “war” against a people who don’t
even have a military, over 1.7 million Palestinians have been violently uprooted, 100,000
injured, 1,000s murdered of which 84% were non-combative civilians in their own homes.
On the other hand only 64 Israeli soldiers have died, mostly accidents, illnesses and guilt
suicides like the suicide rate for US Veterans of ONE PER HOUR who were duped into killing
millions of innocent Iraqis and Afghanis for the satanic bankers. But “We the People” are
also guilty for allowing and funding Israels’ war crimes against Gentiles of Palestine at a rate
of $8.5 Million Per Day. However, that’s just a distraction from the $5 TRILLION we’ve
paid them to carry out the totally unjustified wars in the middle east with their horrific 9 out
of 10 kill rates of MILLIONS of innocents. That equals about $1.14 BILLION or $1,140
Million Dollars PER DAY. What this all means is ignorant US Jews, Muslims, Christians
and Atheists alike should all be utterly ashamed for being played patsies and fools by the
satanists who are not only murdering millions of innocent men, women and children that
could be YOUR neighbors, they’re also pocketing trillions in profits and trillions more in
usurious interest on bogus loans made to finance hedonistic, genocidal “wars”.

X is for Xenophobia, the natural and very healthy human instinct that makes us wary of
strangers or foreigners. Looking back we can now see how satanists have systematically
reduced xenophobia from our psyches by way of imposed immigration programs and
propaganda which popularized race mixing and homosexuality to weaken the gene pools of
all races while they follow very strict, biblical rules to keep their bloodlines pure via 1st cousin
and closer incest. So, this isn’t about white vs. black vs. brown vs. yellow vs. red. This is
100% about fake jews and satanists pitting Gentiles against each other & Real
Jews!

Y is for YOU, YOUR LIFE AND YOUR FUTURE which as of this moment relies primarily
upon you knowing that FREE SPEECH is the right to speak against oppressors FREELY and
UNENCUMBERED. There can be NO LIMITS to FREE SPEECH for if there are, it’s NOT.
And if you’re not WILLING TO DIE for the right to FREE SPEECH, you will LOSE FREE
SPEECH which is in fact FREEDOM ITSELF. Also, FREE SPEECH does NOT reside in the
constitution. FREE SPEECH resides in the FREE WILL of people like YOU and our

forefathers who secured it for themselves AND YOU at cost of THEIR OWN BLOOD. It
comes from YOUR WILLINGNESS to FIGHT TOOTH AND NAIL for the most basic of all
rights FREE SPEECH. Like all people you must CARE about and want it or YOU ARE 100%
SURE TO DIE BROKEN & BEATEN WITHOUT FREE SPEECH.

Z is for Zionist which is a strange word created to confuse you.

Here’s the deal; there are

only satanists & non on earth. Choose Your Team!
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Comments
1. Zlin
July 18, 2014
Wow, what an incredible story all of this is. I had no idea whatsoever that any of this
crap’s been going on. DeJuden have done quite a number on all of us, but I agree, it’s
pure BS, one big con.
I honestly don’t think they can succeed, evil cannot win over good. So, when we’re
done saving the world from these sickos, you guys should write another book! I’ll buy
it.
And by the way, I’m in, great job on Unidigi!
1. David Allender
October 6, 2014
Thanks Zlin, you’re right. It’s all BS, everything is a lie.
As to another book, who knows? If it happens, it will be about GOD because it is
becoming VERY obvious He is behind absolutely everything going on around here!
FYI this next bit from me is from about 2 years later when I am now adding to this
comment. It turns out that 6 pointed star of David which the jews and satan have
tried to usurp from God and mankind is DEEPLY embedded into ALL of our most
important geometrical shapes, check it out;

And it doesn’t stop there! I’ve also learned that it’s encoded into the bible within a
multifaceted cryptogram surrounding certain triangular and prime numbers such
as 19, 37, 73, 666 and 2701. You’ll see more about this in issue #119 and elsewhere
around here.
In short, we’ve basically discovered a TON of irrefutable evidence that both the
Bible and the Quran were inspired by higher intel. (AKA GOD/YHWH!)

But as anyone who’s read “The Big Issue” knows, we’ve learned A LOT since
writing this and other earlier pieces of the GG. It’s turned out to be quite a journey
and it doesn’t seem to be anywhere near ending!
Cheers!
1. Lynden
March 9, 2015
This was really, really excellent. Now I know my ABCs, rotten kikes better not
f*ck with me!!!
Here’s a good addition I came across awhile back from Congressional Record–
Appendix, pp. A34-A35
Check out how they’ve all came true.
January 10, 1963
Current Communist Goals
EXTENSION OF REMARKS OF HON. A. S. HERLONG, JR. OF FLORIDA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, January 10, 1963
Mr. HERLONG. Mr. Speaker, Mrs. Patricia Nordman of De Land, Fla., is an
ardent and articulate opponent of communism, and until recently published
the De Land Courier, which she dedicated to the purpose of alerting the public
to the dangers of communism in America.
At Mrs. Nordman’s request, I include in the RECORD, under unanimous
consent, the following “Current Communist Goals,” which she identifies as an
excerpt from “The Naked Communist,” by Cleon Skousen:
[From “The Naked Communist,” by Cleon Skousen]
CURRENT COMMUNIST GOALS
1. U.S. acceptance of coexistence as the only alternative to atomic war.
2. U.S. willingness to capitulate in preference to engaging in atomic war.
3. Develop the illusion that total disarmament [by] the United States would be
a demonstration of moral strength.
4. Permit free trade between all nations regardless of Communist affiliation
and regardless of whether or not items could be used for war.
5. Extension of long-term loans to Russia and Soviet satellites.
6. Provide American aid to all nations regardless of Communist domination.
7. Grant recognition of Red China. Admission of Red China to the U.N.

8. Set up East and West Germany as separate states in spite of Khrushchev’s
promise in 1955 to settle the German question by free elections under
supervision of the U.N.
9. Prolong the conferences to ban atomic tests because the United States has
agreed to suspend tests as long as negotiations are in progress.
10. Allow all Soviet satellites individual representation in the U.N.
11. Promote the U.N. as the only hope for mankind. If its charter is rewritten,
demand that it be set up as a one-world government with its own independent
armed forces. (Some Communist leaders believe the world can be taken over as
easily by the U.N. as by Moscow. Sometimes these two centers compete with
each other as they are now doing in the Congo.)
12. Resist any attempt to outlaw the Communist Party.
13. Do away with all loyalty oaths.
14. Continue giving Russia access to the U.S. Patent Office.
15. Capture one or both of the political parties in the United States.
16. Use technical decisions of the courts to weaken basic American institutions
by claiming their activities violate civil rights.
17. Get control of the schools. Use them as transmission belts for socialism and
current Communist propaganda. Soften the curriculum. Get control of teachers’
associations. Put the party line in textbooks.
18. Gain control of all student newspapers.
19. Use student riots to foment public protests against programs or
organizations which are under Communist attack.
20. Infiltrate the press. Get control of book-review assignments, editorial
writing, policymaking positions.
21. Gain control of key positions in radio, TV, and motion pictures.
22. Continue discrediting American culture by degrading all forms of artistic
expression. An American Communist cell was told to “eliminate all good
sculpture from parks and buildings, substitute shapeless, awkward and
meaningless forms.”
23. Control art critics and directors of art museums. “Our plan is to promote
ugliness, repulsive, meaningless art.”
24. Eliminate all laws governing obscenity by calling them “censorship” and a
violation of free speech and free press.
25. Break down cultural standards of morality by promoting pornography and
obscenity in books, magazines, motion pictures, radio, and TV.

26. Present homosexuality, degeneracy and promiscuity as “normal, natural,
healthy.”
27. Infiltrate the churches and replace revealed religion with “social” religion.
Discredit the Bible and emphasize the need for intellectual maturity which does
not need a “religious crutch.”
28. Eliminate prayer or any phase of religious expression in the schools on the
ground that it violates the principle of “separation of church and state.”
29. Discredit the American Constitution by calling it inadequate, old-fashioned,
out of step with modern needs, a hindrance to cooperation between nations on
a worldwide basis.
30. Discredit the American Founding Fathers. Present them as selfish
aristocrats who had no concern for the “common man.”
31. Belittle all forms of American culture and discourage the teaching of
American history on the ground that it was only a minor part of the “big
picture.” Give more emphasis to Russian history since the Communists took
over.
32. Support any socialist movement to give centralized control over any part of
the culture–education, social agencies, welfare programs, mental health clinics,
etc.
33. Eliminate all laws or procedures which interfere with the operation of the
Communist apparatus.
34. Eliminate the House Committee on Un-American Activities.
35. Discredit and eventually dismantle the FBI.
36. Infiltrate and gain control of more unions.
37. Infiltrate and gain control of big business.
38. Transfer some of the powers of arrest from the police to social agencies.
Treat all behavioral problems as psychiatric disorders which no one but
psychiatrists can understand [or treat].
39. Dominate the psychiatric profession and use mental health laws as a means
of gaining coercive control over those who oppose Communist goals.
40. Discredit the family as an institution. Encourage promiscuity and easy
divorce.
41. Emphasize the need to raise children away from the negative influence of
parents. Attribute prejudices, mental blocks and retarding of children to
suppressive influence of parents.
42. Create the impression that violence and insurrection are legitimate aspects
of the American tradition; that students and special-interest groups should rise

up and use [“]united force[“] to solve economic, political or social problems.
43. Overthrow all colonial governments before native populations are ready for
self-government.
44. Internationalize the Panama Canal.
45. Repeal the Connally reservation so the United States cannot prevent the
World Court from seizing jurisdiction [over domestic problems. Give the World
Court jurisdiction] over nations and individuals alike.
***Note by Webmaster: The Congressional Record back this far has not be
digitized and posted on the Internet.
It will probably be available at your nearest library that is a federal repository.
Call them and ask them.
Your college library is probably a repository. This is an excellent source of
government records.
Another source are your Congress Critters. They should be more than happy to
help you in this matter.
1. Lynden
March 9, 2015
And another . . .
Ten Planks of the Communist Manifesto
These thoughts are mind-awakening.
In the early ’60’s during the days of the “former” Soviet Union, Russian
Premier Nikita Kruschev pounded his shoe on the podium of the United
Nations and shouted to the West, “We will bury you!” Fearing an invasion
from the Reds, America proceeded to build the most awesome military
machine in history. Unfortunately, we forgot to guard our political
homefront from being taken over by socialist – communist – liberal
activists who would gain office and destroy American law by process of
gradually installing the Communist agenda within our legal system and
seperate branches of government. The Communist program from the start
has been one which sees their revolution of 1917 succesful only upon total
domination of the world. (See Brain Washing, A Synthesis of the Russian
Textbook on Psychopolitics)
Americans, being the most naive people among the nations, now believe
that Communism is dead because the Berlin Wall and the Iron Curtain have
been removed. The ironic truth is that Communism has just switched names
to become more “politically correct”. Today it is called international
democracy. The reason that the Berlin Wall came crashing down is not
because Communism is dead but because they have achieved the planned
agenda to communize the West, including America. Washington D.C. has

indeed become part of the New World Order of atheist governments. With
the last vestiges of Christian law having been removed from “American
government” over the last twenty years, there is no longer a threat of
resistance against world Communism. In reality, “American government”
became part of the Iron Curtain, thus there was no more need for the likes
of a Berlin Wall.
Once again, in their foolishness, the American public has believed the lies of
their “leaders” who applaud “the fall of Communism”, while they have sold
out the country to anti-Christian, anti-American statutes and regulations on
the federal, state, and local levels. Posted below is a comparison of the
original ten planks of the Communist Manifesto written by Karl Marx in
1848, along with the American adopted counterpart of each of the planks,
The American people have truly been “buried in Communism” by their own
politicians of both the Republican and Democratic parties. One other thing
to remember, Karl Marx was stating in the Communist Manifesto that these
planks will test whether a country has become commmunist or not. If they
are all in effect and in force the country IS communist. Communism, but by
any other name…??
1. Abolition of private property and the application of all rent to public
purpose.
The 14th Amendment of the U.S. Constitution (1868), and various zoning,
school & property taxes. Also the Bureau of Land Management.
2. A heavy progressive or graduated income tax.
Misapplication of the 16th Amendment of the U.S. Constitution, 1913, The
Social Security Act of 1936.; Joint House Resolution 192 of 1933; and
various State “income” taxes. We call it “paying your fair share”.
3. Abolition of all rights of inheritance.
We call it Federal & State estate Tax (1916); or reformed Probate Laws, and
limited inheritance via arbitrary inheritance tax statutes.
4. Confiscation of the property of all emigrants and rebels.
We call in government seizures, tax liens, Public “law” 99-570 (1986);
Executive order 11490, sections 1205, 2002 which gives private land to the
Department of Urban Development; the imprisonment of “terrorists” and
those who speak out or write against the “government” (1997
Crime/Terrorist Bill); or the IRS confiscation of property without due
process.
5. Centralization of credit in the hands of the State, by means of a national
bank with state capital and an exclusive monopoly.

We call it the Federal Reserve which is a credit/debt system nationally
organized by the Federal Reserve act of 1913. All local banks are members of
the Fed system, and are regulated by the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation (FDIC).
6. Centralization of the means of communication and transportation in the
hands of the State.
We call it the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) and Department
of Transportation (DOT) mandated through the ICC act of 1887, the
Commissions Act of 1934, The Interstate Commerce Commission
established in 1938, The Federal Aviation Administration, Federal
Communications Commission, and Executive orders 11490, 10999, as well
as State mandated driver’s licenses and Department of Transportation
regulations.
7. Extention of factories and instruments of production owned by the State,
the bringing into cultivation of waste lands, and the improvement of the soil
generally in accordance with a common plan.
We call it corporate capacity, The Desert Entry Act and The Department of
Agriculture. As well as the Department of Commerce and Labor,
Department of Interior, the Evironmental Protection Agency, Bureau of
Land Management, Bureau of Reclamation, Bureau of Mines, National Park
Service, and the IRS control of business through corporate regulations.
8. Equal liablity of all to labor. Establishment of Industrial armies,
especially for agriculture.
We call it the Social Security Administration and The Department of Labor.
The National debt and inflation caused by the communal bank has caused
the need for a two “income” family. Woman in the workplace since the
1920’s, the 19th amendment of the U.S. Constitution, the Civil Rights Act of
1964, assorted Socialist Unions, affirmative action, the Fedral Public Works
Program and of course Executive order 11000.
9. Combination of agriculture with manufacturing industries; gradual
abolition of the distinction between town and country by a more equable
distribution of the population over the country.
We call it the Planning Reorganization act of 1949 , zoning (Title 17 19101990) and Super Corporate Farms, as well as Executive orders 11647, 11731
(ten regions) and Public “law” 89-136.
10. Free education for all children in government schools. Abolition of
children’s factory labor in its present form. Combination of education with
industrial production, etc. etc.
People are being taxed to support what we call ‘public’ schools, which train
the young to work for the communal debt system. We also call it the

Department of Education, the NEA and Outcome Based “Education” .
So I ask you…does changing the words, change the end result? By using
different words is it all of a sudden OK????? We are so “smart,” aren’t we??
None are more hopelessly enslaved, as those who falsely believe they are
free….
2. Rick
March 11, 2015
Just to let you know, they already have fucked with you. ROYALLY. Now it’s
time for us to fuck with them.
Therefore, a rewrite of your excellent ABC song; Now I know my ABCs,
won’t you please bash kike heads with me!
Of course I’m not advocating violence against the heathenous “things” who
have stolen our freedom, raped/sacrificed millions of innocent children,
starved millions upon millions of our brothers and sisters and genocided
HUNDREDS OF MILLIONS more by way of plagues and needless wars for
millennia.
But then again, let’s say, if I or someone else were to get cancer, I would
think the very best use of my remaining time on earth would be to render
justice to as many of these worthless degenerates as possible! Just an idea.
1. David Allender
March 11, 2015
A fine idea at that! At least make some use of one’s life on earth!!!
However, my goal is a little more preemptive than waiting to get cancer,
I’m going to see millions of them eradicated from U.S. soil and if at all
possible, from earth. Rename the moon Is-Real-Hell and send them
there, I don’t care.
No evil jews = happy earth.
2. David Allender
January 18, 2015
Comments are turned off or may not get posted because we no longer have time to
waste on spammers, trolls and shills.
For in depth discussions on these subjects enjoy using our private, TROLL Free forum
inside Unidigi.com
Or email us at “info – AT SIGN – unidigi.com”

3. Ch Be
March 2, 2020

Evil cannot overcome Wisdom.
Wisdom of Solomon 7:30

